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Europa

2002

das neue buch vereinigte staaten von europa hoffnung alptraum utopie ist im villa vigoni editore
verlag erschienen der sammelband wird herausgegeben von christiane liermann traniello
generalsekret�rin villa vigoni matteo scotto wissenschaftlicher referent villa vigoni und julian
stefenelli justiziar villa vigoni seit winston churchills ber�hmter z�richer rede im jahr 1946 hat die idee
der vereinigten staaten von europa den politischen diskurs nie wirklich verlassen jedoch ist man sich
hierzu nie ganz einig mal ist es ein modell von dem man sich distanzieren sollte oder will manchmal scheint
es eine vision die man anstrebt und andere sehen diese vision lediglich in ermangelung von alternativen der
sammelband besch�ftigt sich genau mit diesen visionen in drei kapiteln �berlegungen zu den gegenw�rtigen
staaten europ�ische einheit und �berlegungen zueiner gemeinsamen politischen vision des heutigen europas

STATI UNITI D'EUROPA: AUSPICIO, INCUBO, UTOPIA?
VEREINIGTE STAATEN VON EUROPA: WUNSCHBILD, ALPTRAUM,
UTOPIE?

2020-11-30

in questo numero problemi e riflessioni problems and issues il parlamento europeo di fronte alle nuove
sfide del xxi secolo gianni pittella l alleanza atlantica a sessant anni dal trattato di washington
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intervista al presidente del comitato militare della nato ammiraglio di paola e all ambasciatore degli
stati uniti in italia thorne a cura di luca ratti il processo di pace israelo palestinese vecchi ostacoli
e nuove opportunit� intervista al prof moshe ma oz a cura di maria teresa mamm� e silvia masci la
difesa dei diritti umani in colombia protagonisti metodi e percorsi a confronto davide berruti studi e
ricerche studies and research attualit� del pensiero di sturzo nella ricerca di un nuovo ordine
internazionale alfredo breccia the u s senate the military and the north atlantic treaty the struggle
over america s cold war alliance strategy jason davidson civilization on trial again civilization and
the study of world politics reading arnold toynbee today derrick fiedler bj�rn thomassen eu crisis
management role in water conflicts in central asia open opportunities or lost causes darya pushkina
la politica mediterranea dell unione europea dal processo di barcellona all unione per il mediterraneo
1995 2009 paolo wulzer documenti documents fatti chronology libri books

After the European landscape convention

2011

euro librarianship focuses on strategies for working toward cooperation between libraries
throughout europe and the united states to provide the best access and information to research
materials as possible chapters by several authors in their original languages with english abstracts
give this book a unique international appeal common difficulties such as fiscal constraints and rising
book and serial prices are discussed stressing enhanced communication and shared responsibilities this
new volume helps bring libraries of all countries closer to the resource sharing capabilities that
allowa scholars and researchers much wider access to information than is available today in this
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timely new book many of the papers that were presented at the second western european specialists
wess international conference are brought together to be read and studied by everyone

Religion and religious institutions in the European economy,
1000-1800

2012

il volume esamina i rapporti di lavoro non contrattuali schiavit� e servaggio che a lungo
contraddistinsero l economia europea sia pure con andamenti assai diversi nelle differenti aree i saggi in
esso contenuti esaminano la evoluzione del servaggio visto come il lato economico del regime signorile
e delle diverse forme di sottomissione personale fino alla vera e propria tratta degli schiavi di cui i
mercanti europei furono protagonisti mettendo in luce una situazione assai pi� complessa e articolata
di quanto gli schemi interpretativi tradizionali lasciassero intuire

DENTRO O FUORI DALL'EURO

2010-02-01

this book explores the dimensions and characteristics of social vulnerability in western europe it
provides a broad empirical foundation for recent theories on the emergence of new social risks in post
industrial societies revealing to what extent social risks are compromising the normal functioning of
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the european population

Rivista Processi storici e politiche di pace n. 7-8 2009

2018-10-24

from such well known and long vexed sites as the athenian acropolis to more contemporary locales
like the space age modernist capital city of bras�lia the conflicting and not always neatly
resolvable forces that bear upon preservation are addressed as clearly and thoughtfully as the
general reader could hope for new york review of books an astonishing feat of research compilation
and synthesis context the book delivers the first major survey concerning the conservation of
cultural heritage in both europe and the americas architectural conservation in europe and the
americas serves as a convenient resource for professionals students and anyone interested in the field
following the acclaimed time honored this book presents contemporary practice on a country by
country and region by region basis facilitating comparative analysis of similarities and differences the
book stresses solutions in architectural heritage protection and the contexts in which they were
developed

Euro-Librarianship

2003

der loskauf von sklaven und gefangenen hat den mittelmeerraum von der antike bis in die fr�he neuzeit
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gepr�gt er stellt eng verbunden mit der geschichte der sklaverei nicht nur verschiedene facetten des
bem�hens um deren beseitigung dar sondern ist dar�ber hinaus auch selbst ein entscheidender bestandteil
verschiedener konflikt und beziehungsgeschichten die vierzehn beitr�ge dieses sammelbandes die auf eine von
der dfg gef�rderte internationale tagung im september 2013 in paderborn zur�ckgehen betrachten die
thematik erstmalig unter der vorrangigen fragestellung nach der bedeutung von religion sie untersuchen
epochen�bergreifend und aus j�discher christlicher und muslimischer sicht praxis und begr�ndungen des
loskaufs aus den h�nden der jeweils andersgl�ubigen dadurch werden zum einen die in den drei
abrahamitischen religionen jeweils gef�hrten theologiegeschichtlichen diskurse analysiert und nach
m�glichkeit miteinander in beziehung gesetzt zum anderen gelingt es die bislang dominierende wirtschafts
und sozialgeschichtliche betrachtungsweise des loskaufs um die religionsgeschichtliche perspektive zu
erg�nzen und damit ein neues vielversprechendes forschungsfeld zu pr�sentieren slave redemption and
prisoner redemption characterised the mediterranean region from antiquity to the early modern age
closely connected with the history of slavery these phenomena not only represent different facets of
the efforts to end slavery but are also in themselves a decisive part of various histories of conflict
and relationships the fourteen essays in this volume originally presented at an international
conference in paderborn sponsored by the dfg in september 2013 examine the theme for the first time in
terms of the fundamental question of the significance of religion taking a broad chronological sweep
they examine from jewish christian and muslim perspectives the practice and justification of redeeming
slaves from the hands of those of other faiths thus the theological and historical discourses in each
of the three abrahamic religions are analysed and the links between them established where possible the
approach also adds the perspective of religious history to the previously dominant social and
economic approaches to slave redemption opening up a new and greatly promising field of research
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Il disegno. L'architettura del moderno. Dalla rivoluzione industriale
a oggi. Per il triennio

2003

in exploring the multitude of muslims in europe the fourteen collected articles present
conceptualisations productions and explorations of the multitudes of muslims in europe echoing and
honouring j�rgen s nielsen s work on the challenges for muslim communities in europe

Economia Dell'allargamento Dell'Unione Europea

2014

to what extent should local and regional governments in the european union be allowed to determine
their own fiscal policies this book explores the core issues of fiscal federalism in the european
context it combines theoretical and empirical analysis in addressing such questions as what sort of
fiscal federalism is appropriate in the european community what are the dangers of more centralization
what are the costs of greater decentralization
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Schiavit� e servaggio nell’economia europea. Secc. XI-XVIII =
Serfdom and Slavery in the European Economy

2004

the transfer of companies registered office about production activities of goods and services it is an
operation in which both the eu doctrine and case law have increasingly been converging during last
decade it matches to the phenomenon of company s localization and de localization as a strategic
leverage for managing issues into european economic system the practice is clearly recalling the
companies freedom of establishment for economic reasons and tax as the engine of the european
integration that guarantees to companies the way to survive to a global market and the possibility
to develop their economic strategy as well as the greater competition with foreign companies

Leading Firms and Wine Clusters

2009-11-30

the book provides important findings on the link between institutions and in work poverty the volume
makes a significant contribution to this strand of literature as evidence on cross country differences
is scarce the combination of case studies and comparative quantitative investigations is an
interesting approach annekatrin niebuhr papers in regional science this data rich book explores the
causes of in work poverty in europe the balanced provision of theoretical insights and strong
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empirical support will prove useful to poverty scholars and policymakers alike contemporary
sociology a book on in work poverty could not be timelier at a time when many of the working poor
are likely to become the non working poor this book is a must read zo� irving journal of social policy
this volume represents a valuable contribution to debates on welfare states public policy poverty
and social exclusion it is an empirically rich and analytically robust comparative collection
highlighting the variations between and contradictions of in work poverty across europe patricia
kennett university of bristol uk for a long time in work poverty was not associated with european
welfare states recently the topic has gained relevance as welfare state retrenchment and
international competition in globalized economies has put increasing pressures on individuals and
families this book provides explanations as to why in work poverty is high in certain countries and
low in others much of the present concern about the working poor has to do with recent changes in
labour market policies in europe however this book is not primarily about low pay instead it
questions whether gainful employment is sufficient to earn a living both for oneself and for one s
family members there are however great differences between european countries this book argues that
the incidence and structure of the working poor cannot be understood without a thorough
understanding of each country s institutional context this includes the system of wage setting the
level of decommodification provided by the social security system and the structure of families and
households combining cross country studies with in depth analyses from a national perspective the
book reveals that in work poverty in europe is a diverse multi faceted phenomenon occurring in equally
diverse institutional economic and socio demographic settings with its rich detail and conclusions this
genuinely comparative study will be of interest to academics and researchers of labour and welfare
economics social policy and european studies as well as to policy advisers
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Social Vulnerability in Europe

2011-05-04

moving beyond the current media verves this book debates from a critical perspective case studies on
the sites and politics of religious diversity in southern europe

Architectural Conservation in Europe and the Americas

2015-01-30

this volume contains the proceedings of the international conference the presidency of james earl
carter junior between reformism pacifism and human rights held in rome on april 28 2016 at the
institute santa maria in aquiro with the senate of the italian republic patronage forty years after his
election to the white house it was deemed necessary to reflect on the political activity of a president
little considered until now by the italian historiography the carter presidency inspired since its
inception by a predominant religious sentiment was marked by a clear break with the past themes such
as the respect for human rights dialogue with the historic soviet enemy pacifism as a weapon of the
middle east problem resolution industrial development through a sustainable approach were
introduced right from the thirty ninth occupant of the white house at the presidential elections of
1980 which saw him clash with the republican ronald reagan carter paid especially the failures of his
reform and economic policy the us economic difficulties and the significant increase in the unemployment
rate were the main reasons that cost him his reelection reformism pacifism respect for human rights
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concepts that would continue to inspire carter s policy despite the defeat against reagan

Gefangenenloskauf im Mittelmeerraum

2018-03-12

this book examines steadily growing increases in inequality within western capitalist democracies
examining with care the differences between these democracies rooted in their culture and institutions
it highlights the differences in growth and inequalities between different countries pointing to the role
of endogenous institutions that affect social inequalities as well as the relationship between
redistribution and economic growth the book presents extensive comparative research on institutional
factors such as industrial relations welfare systems training and innovation policies paying
attention to diverse types of democracies and to the main features of left wing parties the book
highlights the importance of politics and of different types of democracies in shaping social
inequalities and diverse development paths it will appeal to students and scholars interested in
economic and labour sociology welfare studies comparative political economy comparative welfare
varieties of capitalism and comparative politics the open access version of this book available at
taylorfrancis com has been made available under a creative commons attribution non commercial no
derivatives 4 0 license
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Exploring the Multitude of Muslims in Europe

2005-08-03

europe s boundaries have mainly been shaped by cultural religious and political conceptions rather
than by geography this volume of bilingual essays from renowned european scholars outlines the
transformation of europe s boundaries from the fall of the ancient world to the age of
decolonization or the end of the explicit endeavor to europeanize the world from the decline of the
roman empire to the polycentrism of today s world the essays span such aspects as the
confrontation of christian europe with islam and the changing role of the mediterranean from mare
nostrum to a frontier between nations scandinavia eastern europe and the atlantic are also analyzed
as boundaries in the context of exploration migratory movements cultural exchanges and war the
boundaries of europe edited by pietro rossi is the first installment in the allea book series discourses
on intellectual europe which seeks to explore the question of an intrinsic or quintessential european
identity in light of the rising skepticism towards europe as an integrated cultural and intellectual
region

Fiscal Federalism in the European Union

2014-12-01

the european yearbook promotes the scientific study of nineteen european supranational organisations
and the oecd the series offers a detailed survey of the history structure and yearly activities of each
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organisation and an up to date overview of the member states of each organisation this special
anniversary volume celebrates 60 years of publication of the yearbook and its contents differs from
that of the regular volumes therefore it offers a selection of the most important articles dealing
with european cooperation and integration to appear in the yearbook during its 60 years of
publication these are of particular interest not only because they provide a unique historical
snapshot of the many successes and occasional failures in the field of european integration but also
because they discuss the ideals and aims that lay behind these efforts many of which still resonate
today as europe confronts questions about its political destiny and ideal shape this volume contains
articles in english and french

The Company Law in the European dimension

2008-01-01

da quando il world wide la rete delle reti � entrato prepotentemente a far parte delle nostre vite la
nostra societ� sta sperimentando un cambiamento profondo ma come � cominciato tutto questo
quando come e perch� il ha cessato di essere una semplice fonte di informazioni per diventare uno
strumento di interazione tra persone e come si evolver� il nel futuro partendo dalle origini di internet e
del il testo esamina in profondit� le caratteristiche del 2 0 il sociale affronta poi il tema del del
futuro prossimo il 3 0 semantico senza tralasciare l evoluzione futura pi� remota ossia il 4 0
ubiquo spiega come tutto ebbe inizio con la digitalizzazione il presupposto fondamentale per fenomeni di
grande attualit� come la convergenza digitale e quella multimediale la crossmedialit� la rimediazione
digitale dal punto di vista pi� strettamente comunicazionale il lavoro nell attribuire al una natura
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mediale affronta il tema del passaggio dalla comunicazione tradizionale alla web communication in
tutte le sue declinazioni e modalit� la comunicazione screen to face asincrona e quella sincrona anche
gli aspetti pi� concreti non vengono trascurati un intero capitolo spiega come comunicare nel e
fornisce utili indicazioni pratiche per fare web communication in modo efficace la seconda parte del
libro � dedicata a un approfondita analisi delle tre aree mediali del di oggi l area della conoscenza e
condivisione dai motori di ricerca alle enciclopedie online sino alla nuova didattica rappresentata
dall e learning l area del business e commerce come strategia di e business marketing virale e web
advertising come strumenti di web marketing e l area delle relazioni sociali social media e blog colonne
portanti del 2 0 il libro comprende oltre 30 focus approfondimenti relativi a casi concreti tutti
legati al di storie di successo o particolarmente significative prefazione di marino livolsi sociologo e
presidente del corso di laurea in scienze della comunicazione facolt� di psicologia universit� vita
salute san raffaele milano

The Working Poor in Europe

2013-07-11

der abschlussband des deutsch franz�sischen anr dfg projekts musici widmet sich der musikermigration im
europa der fr�hen neuzeit mit einem kultur und musikgeschichtlichen blick auf venedig rom und neapel als
reiseziele und wirkungsorte von instrumentalisten s�ngern komponisten und instrumentenbauern die nicht
von der italienischen halbinsel stammten im sinne einer histoire crois�e werden netzwerke integrations
und austauschprozesse aufgedeckt mit denen fremde musiker zwischen musikalischem alltag und
herausragenden festlichkeiten konfrontiert waren auf dieser grundlage wird eine systematische
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betrachtung der fr�hneuzeitlichen musikermigration sowie eine untersuchung musikalischer stile jenseits
nationaler forschungstraditionen m�glich

Sites and Politics of Religious Diversity in Southern Europe

1860

il processo di internazionalizzazione della ricerca negli ultimi anni ha subito una rapida accelerazione
ed ha comportato una serie di innovazioni il volume fornisce una serie di indicazioni e strumenti per
facilitare l acquisizione di una certa dimestichezza con tali processi come partecipare a congressi
rispondendo a call for paper come pubblicare su riviste straniere come trascorrere un periodo di studio
all estero e via dicendo il libro raccoglie 15 saggi brevi chiari concreti e critici al contempo opera di
studiosi gi� noti e altri pi� giovani tutti esperti dell argomento g bandini a barausse p bianchini m
brunelli a cagnolati l cappelli d caroli d de salvo a deb� j l hern�ndez huerta f loparco j meda e patrizi
s polenghi f pruneri

ENCICLOPEDIA ECONOMICA ACCOMODATA ALL' INTELLIGENZA

1990

the relationship between unstable work careers and family transitions into adult life can vary
according to the personal circumstances of individuals as well as the welfare state system of the
country drawing from interviews and survey data across the eu and the uk this in depth study
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explores how worker instability is perceived and experienced and how this perception in turn affects
individuals economic and social situations using intersectional analysis and a unique focus on
different life stages the authors identify groups who are more prone to labour market risks and
describe their relative disadvantage this powerful study will inform policy measures internationally
in several social domains related to work employment and society

Att �teruppt�cka Pompeji

2016-12-30

the european linguistic diversity goes far beyond the official national languages of the present 27
member states of the european union in every country several languages of smaller or larger groups
of speakers are used besides the official language or the languages of the majority population these
languages are autochthonous languages that have been used for a long time in the individual country
as well as allochthonous languages of different groups of migrants and their descendants the
sometimes complicated relations between national regional and minority languages within various
countries are discussed in this volume besides reports on several countries the general sociolinguistic
and legal conditions are dealt with in overview contributions in addition the dublin declaration on the
relationship between official languages and regional and minority languages in europe is presented in
24 languages
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The Presidency of James Earl Carter Junior

1949

no detailed description available for first international conference of economic history premi�re
conf�rence internationale d histoire �conomique

United States Statutes at Large

1946

in 2008 the european commission relaunched the policy idea of active inclusion with the aim of
facilitating the integration of people into sustainable and quality employment over ten years later
and in the aftermath of one of the most trying periods in europe s recent economic history this book
provides a critical and timely reassessment the political economy of policy ideas contributes to the
growing scholarly literature on ideational political economy and labour market regulation by
providing a systematic analysis of the idea of active inclusion and its three core principles activation
conditionality and personalization the research breaks new ground by detailing how divergent
interpretations of these principles by relevant social actors in different contexts have shaped their
implementation the book is of interest to scholars and students across comparative political
economy economic sociology welfare and industrial relations studies
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Treaties and Other International Acts Series

1948

this book discusses the constraints on biological control ranging from the difficulty of convincing
growers that they should infest their crops artificially to the effect of cultural techniques

Economic Cooperation with Denmark Under Public Law 472, 80th
Congress

2022-11-04

Capitalisms and Democracies

2015-04-24

The Boundaries of Europe

2004
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Chiesa cattolica ed Europa centro-orientale

1977-10-01

European Yearbook / Annuaire Europeen 1975

2012-10-17

L’era della Web Communication

2018-11-07

Europ�ische Musiker in Venedig, Rom und Neapel 1650-1750

2015-05-22
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Enlarging one's vision

1994

Le sinistre in Europa

2024-01-31

Job Insecurity and Life Courses

2013

Verso la smart regulation in Europa

2011
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National, Regional and Minority Languages in Europe

2020-05-18

First International Conference of Economic History / Premi�re
Conf�rence internationale d’histoire �conomique

2020-10-15

The Political Economy of Policy Ideas

2007

The Role of Europe in the World

2020-09-24
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Integrated Crop Protection
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